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Abstract

Spectral and coherence methodologies are ubiquitous for the analysis of multiple time series. Partial coherence analysis
may be used to try to determine graphical models for brain functional connectivity. The outcome of such an analysis
may be considerably influenced by factors such as the degree of spectral smoothing, line and interference removal, matrix
inversion stabilization and the suppression of effects caused by side-lobe leakage , the combination of results from different
epochs and people, and multiple hypothesis testing. This paper examines each of these steps in turn and provides a
possible path which produces relatively ‘clean’ connectivity plots. In particular we show how spectral matrix diagonal
upweighting can simultaneously stabilize spectral matrix inversion and reduce effects caused by side-lobe leakage, and
use the stepdown multiple hypothesis test procedure to help formulate an interaction strength.
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1. Introduction

A tenet of modern neuroscience, that the computational
properties of the brain are a direct consequence of its cir-
cuitry, has created huge current interest in brain connec-
tivity (Valdés-Sosa et al., 2005; Hämäläinen et al., 2005;
Celka, 2005). With such an explosion of interest in brain
connectivity research, it is timely to examine some of the
important statistical issues affecting the use of partial co-
herence analysis in the determination of graphical models
for brain functional connectivity. We shall focus on the
analysis of EEG measurements representing cortical activ-
ity as potential, measured over the scalp of schizophrenic
patients and controls. Our ultimate objective is to use
graphical models to compare brain connectivity in these
two groups. If as here, sources of ‘driving’ are not being
investigated, and linear relationships between series are
assumed, then partial coherence is a well-established fre-
quency domain approach for constructing graphical mod-
els (Dahlhaus, 2000).

The vertices in a constructed graph represent the differ-
ent scalp locations of the electrodes, while an edge between
two vertices reflect a direct connection between the mea-
sured series at the two locations. The absence of an edge
in the graphical model, i.e., the absence of a connection
between series recorded at two sites on the scalp, is in-
dicated by a corresponding null partial coherence for the
two series. The ability to determine the absence of an
edge is the key aspect of the construction of a meaningful
graphical model.
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Although of course statistical estimation would preclude
estimated partial coherences from being exactly null, so
that hypothesis testing is required, the practical situation
is actually significantly more complicated. A serious prob-
lem with partial coherence is its stable estimation.

Suppose we have a set of p > 2 time series. Partial
coherence is simply the frequency domain expression of
the squared partial or conditional linear correlation be-
tween two time series when the remaining p − 2 series are
held constant. Uses of partial coherence analysis in neu-
roscience tend to divide up into cases where the number,
p−2, of conditioning variables (partial coherence “order”)
is small, and cases where it is large.

For example partial coherence has been used to inves-
tigate differential connectivity between neurons (Cohen et
al., 1995), nerve-to-nerve coherence conditioned on arterial
pulse (Larsen et al., 2000) and interhemispheric coherence
with conditioning of the EEG signals by the occipital al-
pha rhythm (Mima et al., 2000); in each case the partial
coherence order was unity. Rosenberg et al. (1989) looked
at small networks of neurones to detect which neurones
interact directly or are influenced by common inputs; they
gave examples of partial coherences of order 2, extended
in Rosenberg et al. (1998) to order 3, and to order 7 in
Halliday (2005).

Salvador et al. (2005) produce, via partial coherence
analysis, graphs of functional connectivity based on func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging time series measured
in p = 90 cortical and subcortical regions of the brains of
healthy volunteers.

When the partial coherence order is low, iterative
schemes which calculate partial coherence directly from
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cross-spectra are viable. In this paper we are interested
in a large partial coherence order and in such cases par-
tial coherence is calculated from the inverse of the p × p
spectral matrix, and well-defined issues arise which must
be addressed regarding the stability of the inversion.

2. Statistical background

2.1. Spectral matrix

Here we consider a real-valued discrete time stochastic
vector process {Xt} with p component processes, whose
tth element is the column vector Xt = [X1,t, . . . , Xp,t]T ,
and each component process has zero mean. The sample
interval is denoted ∆t and fN = 1/(2∆t) is the Nyquist
frequency.

We assume the p processes are jointly stationary. The
spectral matrix is given by

S(f) =


S11(f) S12(f) . . . S1p(f)
S21(f) S22(f) . . . S2p(f)

...
...

. . .
...

Sp1(f) Sp2(f) . . . Spp(f)

 ,

where the l, mth term Slm(f) = (S(f))lm is the cross-
spectrum for the l and mth processes.

2.2. Partial coherence

Let {Xj,t} and {Xk,t} be two distinct component se-
ries in {Xt}. The partial cross-spectral density function
Sjk|(\jk)(f) of {Xj,t} and {Xk,t} is defined as

Sjk|(\jk)(f) = Sjk(f) − Sj(\jk)(f)S−1
(\jk)(\jk)(f)S(\jk)k(f),

(1)

where (\jk) means “all series except the jth and kth,” i.e.,

Sj(\jk)(f) = [Sj1(f), . . . , Sj(j−1)(f), Sj(j+1)(f), . . . ,

Sj(k−1)(f), Sj(k+1)(f), . . . , Sjp(f)],

and S−1
(\jk)(\jk)(f) is the inverse of the spectral matrix re-

maining when the jth and kth rows and columns of S(f)
have been removed.

The partial coherence of {Xj,t} and {Xk,t} is defined as

γ2
jk|(\jk)(f) =

|Sjk|(\jk)(f)|2
Sjj|(\jk)(f)Skk|(\jk)(f)

. (2)

The method of calculating partial coherence using (2)
with partial cross-spectra calculated via (1) will be called
the ‘direct method.’

Consider the case p = 4 so that the order of the partial
coherence is 2. Then, for example, (Bendat, 1978)

S34|12(f) = S34|1(f) − S32|1(f)S−1
22|1(f)S24|1(f) (3)

and

S34|1(f) = S34(f) − S31(f)S−1
11 (f)S14(f)

S32|1(f) = S32(f) − S31(f)S−1
11 (f)S12(f)

S22|1(f) = S22(f) − S21(f)S−1
11 (f)S12(f)

S24|1(f) = S24(f) − S21(f)S−1
11 (f)S14(f),

so that S34|12(f) could be calculated directly in terms of
ordinary cross-spectra. For p = 5, i.e., order 3,

S45|123(f) = S45|12(f) − S43|12(f)S−1
33|12(f)S35|12(f),

(e.g., Rosenberg et al. 1998) and each of the terms on
the right could be written similarly to (3), and could
then be expressed in terms of ordinary cross-spectra. The
method of calculating partial coherence using (2) with par-
tial cross-spectra calculated via this successive substitu-
tion method will be called the ‘iterative method.’

An alternative computational approach which is well-
suited to large partial coherence orders makes use of the
fact that

γ2
jk|(\jk)(f) =

|Sjk(f)|2
Sjj(f)Skk(f)

, (4)

where Sjk(f) is the (j, k)th term of the inverse spectral
matrix S−1(f). We note though that although (2) and (4)
are equal, the numerators on the right on each side are not
equal, in fact

|Sjk|(\jk)(f)|2 = |Sjk(f)/[Sjj(f)Skk(f) − |Sjk(f)|2]|2.

The method of calculating partial coherence using (4) will
be called the ‘inversion method.’ Let ⇔ denote ‘if and only
if.’ Xj⊥⊥Xk | X(\jk) means that {Xj,t} and {Xk,t} are
uncorrelated given the other (p− 2) component processes.
The following are all equivalent (Dahlhaus, 2000)

Xj⊥⊥Xk | X(\jk) ⇔ Sjk|(\jk)(f) = 0, |f | ≤ fN

⇔ γ2
jk|(\jk)(f) = 0, |f | ≤ fN (5)

⇔ Sjk(f) = 0, |f | ≤ fN . (6)

2.3. Computation of partial coherence
As the order increases it is clear that the iterative

method for partial coherence calculation rapidly becomes
very complicated with many successive substitutions, and
that when using estimated cross-spectra for actual calcu-
lations from real time series, estimation uncertainties will
propagate in a way not currently understood.

The direct method for calculating partial coherencies is
very time consuming since at each frequency and for the
calculation of each of the p(p − 1)/2 partial coherencies,
(1) requires the inversion of a (p − 2) × (p − 2) matrix.

For the inversion method for calculating partial coheren-
cies at each frequency only a single inversion of a p × p
matrix is required. As Eichler (1999) puts it, the inversion
method “allows an efficient computation of all frequency
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Figure 1: A simple undirected graph for which 1 ∼ 2 and 2 ∼ 3.

domain statistics...” This approach is similarly recom-
mended in Dahlhaus (2000), Dahlhaus et al. (1997) and
also used in Salvador et al. (2005), and it is used here.

The spectral matrix S(f) will be ill conditioned for in-
version if the condition number (Strang, 1988)

κ(f) =
λmax(S(f))
λmin(S(f))

(7)

is large, where λmax(S(f)) and λmin(S(f)) are the largest
and smallest eigenvalues of S(f). The condition number
will be relevant to the question of how best to compute (4)
when cross-spectra are estimated, as is the case in practice.

2.4. Partial coherence and conditional correlation graphs
A graph G = (V, E) consists of vertices V and edges E,

where E ⊂ {(j, k) ∈ V × V : j �= k}, i.e., edges connect
pairs of distinct vertices. Our graphs are simple, there
are neither loops from a vertex to itself nor any multiple
edges between two vertices. Edges (j, k) ∈ E for which
both (j, k) ∈ E and (k, j) ∈ E are called undirected edges.
In the visual representation of a graph a line joining j to
k represents an undirected edge, signified by j ∼ k. If all
edges are undirected, the graph is said to be an undirected
graph, which is assumed here. An example of a simple
undirected graph is given in Fig. 1.

Let

(j, k) �∈ E ⇔ Xj ⊥⊥ Xk|X(\jk). (8)

Then G = (V, E) defines an undirected conditional cor-
relation graph. (For Gaussian time series, a null partial
correlation equates to independence between the jth and
kth conditioned series, and in this case (8) defines a con-
ditional independence graph.) So we see that an edge is
missing from the graph if {Xj,t} and {Xk,t} are uncorre-
lated given the other (p−2) component processes. Putting
(5), (6) and (8) together we obtain

(j, k) �∈ E ⇔ Sjk(f) = 0 ⇔ γ2
jk|(\jk)(f) = 0, |f | ≤ fN .

(9)

So missing edges in the conditional independence graph
are identifiable from (i) zeros in the inverse spectral ma-
trix, or (ii) zero partial coherences, for |f | ≤ fN . Hence

to determine the form of the graph — basically the pres-
ence or absence of edges — we need to test (9). Also, we
shall be interested in both the inverse spectral matrix and
partial coherence, since null values of these have the same
implication for the absence of an edge.

Note that there are p(p − 1)/2 possible interactions be-
tween the series, or equivalently, edges to the graph. This
is simply the number of off-diagonal terms in the upper
(or lower) triangle of the spectral matrix.

2.5. Estimation of the spectral matrix
In practice S(f) will not be known and it will have to

be estimated, as Ŝ(f) say, from measured time series. A
widely-used current spectral estimation method is multi-
taper spectral analysis (e.g., Percival & Walden, 1993).
We make use of a set of K real-valued orthonormal taper
sequences {hk,t, t = 0, . . . , N − 1}, for k = 0, . . . , K − 1.
Since they are orthonormal we know

∑
t hj,thk,t = 1 if

j = k, and zero otherwise.
We form the product hk,tXt of the tth component of the

kth taper with the tth component of the vector-valued pro-
cess, and then compute the (scaled) vector Fourier trans-
form

Jk(f) ≡ (∆t)1/2
N−1∑
t=0

hk,tXte−i2πft ∆t.

The estimator of the p × p spectral matrix S(f) is given
by

Ŝ(f) =
1
K

K−1∑
k=0

Jk(f)JH
k (f),

where H denotes transpose and complex conjugation.
Then Ŝlm(f) can be written

∆t

K

K−1∑
k=0

{
N−1∑
s=0

hk,sXl,se−i2πfs ∆t

}{
N−1∑
t=0

hk,tXm,tei2πft ∆t

}
.

Provided K ≥ p, then for large N , (e.g., Walden, 2000)

Ŝ(f)
d=

{
(1/K)WC

p {K, S(f)}, for |f | �= 0, fN ;
(1/K)Wp{K, S(f)}, for |f | = 0, fN ,

(10)

where WC
p {K, S(f)} denotes the p-dimensional complex

Wishart distribution with K degrees of freedom and mean
KS(f), and Wp{K, S(f)} denotes the real equivalent.
The distributional result (10) enables some useful results
to be derived for statistics derived from Ŝ(f), such as the
partial coherence estimator γ̂2

jk|(\jk)(f).

3. Data analysis

3.1. Subjects
The techniques to be discussed in this paper are applied

to EEG recordings from 8 patients diagnosed by a psychia-
trist as having paranoid schizophrenia by DSM-IV criteria.
The patients were recruited from three acute psychiatric
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Figure 2: Positions of 10 electrodes

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
F3 F4 C3 C4 P3 P4 O1 O2 T3 T4

Table 1: Process numbers corresponding to electrode positions.

wards of Charing Cross Hospital, London. All patients
were on antipsychotic medication and were clinically sta-
ble. EEG recordings were also made for 16 healthy male
volunteers (controls) of comparable age. All subjects gave
written informed consent. Ethical approval came from the
Riverside Research Ethics committee.

3.2. EEG data and initial treatment
EEG was recorded from scalp sites with reference during

recording to the left ear. The results reported herein con-
cern data from 10 electrode sites, namely F3, F4, C3, C4,
P3, P4, O1, O2, T3, T4, illustrated in Fig.2 and plotted us-
ing EEGLAB software, (Delorme and Makeig, 2004). The
time series from these electrodes form the p = 10 com-
ponent processes of {Xt} and were re-labelled as com-
ponent processes 1-10, respectively, as in Table 1. The
data were recorded with signal bandpass of 0.1 − 100 Hz,
and downsampled in the absence of aliasing to a sam-
ple interval ∆t = 4 ms giving a Nyquist frequency of
fN = 125 Hz. The epochs used here are for resting condi-
tions (eyes closed). Epochs containing EEG values outside
the range ±100µV were excluded. As a result, 30 epochs
were available for analysis for the 10 electrodes for all 8
patients and 10 of the 16 controls. Each epoch contained
N = 512 time series values. The series were standard-
ized to have a unity sample variance and ‘mean-corrected’
spectral estimators were used — see for example Percival
& Walden (1993, p. 500).

3.3. Resulting spectral matrices
We have two sets of individuals, patients and controls,

for each set we have recordings from different electrode
sites, and for each of these we have recordings for different

F4 C3 C4 P3 P4 O1 O2 T3 T4
F3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

F4 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
C3 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

C4 25 26 27 28 29 30
P3 31 32 33 34 35

P4 36 37 38 39
O1 40 41 42

O2 43 44
T3 45

Table 2: Interaction indices used to identify possible interactions
between series recorded at specified electrode locations.

epochs. We denote the p× p = 10× 10 spectral matrix for
patient a and epoch b by Ŝ(f ; P, a, b), where a = 1, . . . , 8
and b = 1, . . . , 30; likewise for control a and epoch b by
Ŝ(f ; C, a, b), where a = 1, . . . , 10 and b = 1, . . . , 30. For a
generic case, where the extra labels are not important, we
shall just use the simpler notation Ŝ(f).

Spectral matrices were computed using K = 20 sine
tapers giving an effective estimation bandwidth of B =
(K + 1)/[(N + 1)∆t] ≈ 10.3 Hz (see e.g., Walden et al.,
1995). The choice of K = 20 was determined by looking
at spectra and cross-spectra for a number of patients and
controls and finding a K such that the resulting estimates
are neither too smooth nor too erratic, and important de-
tail is preserved. This procedure is known as ‘window
closing’ (e.g., Percival & Walden, 1993, p. 276).

Note the number of possible interactions or edges in the
graph corresponds to the number of off-diagonal terms of
our spectral matrices, i.e., there are p(p−1)/2 = 45 possi-
ble interactions for our p = 10 electrodes. The numerical
labelling of these possible interactions via interaction in-
dices is given in Table 2.

3.4. Removal of interference
So-called ‘power line pick-up’ is a common problem in

EEG spectral analysis. It arises when the EEG electrodes
pick-up interference from the operational power supply fre-
quency (50 Hz in Europe). Inaccurate amplifier cancella-
tion leaves a residual signal at this frequency which takes
the form of a line in the spectrum at 50 Hz; however be-
cause of the effective resolution bandwidth of the spec-
tral estimator, this appears as a near-rectangular block
centred at 50 Hz. Using techniques described in detail in
Percival and Walden (1993, Chapter 10) the line can be
detected, estimated and removed and the spectrum ap-
propriately reshaped. Fig. 3 shows the estimated power
spectrum Ŝ(f ; C, 1, 1), for electrode F3, and correspond-
ing autocovariance sequence, before and after removal of
the 50Hz line and spectral reshaping. The autocovariance
sequence in Fig. 3(b) displays the strong 50Hz ripple which
is absent after line removal in Fig. 3(d).

Best reshaping results are achieved when 50 Hz coin-
cides with an element of the frequency grid. We hence
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Figure 3: (a) and (b), show respectively, the estimated power spec-

trum Ŝ(f ; C, 1, 1), for electrode F3, and corresponding autocovari-
ance sequence. (c) and (d) show the same after removal of the 50Hz
line and spectral reshaping.

chose to sample at 501 points in [0, 125] Hz, so that ∆f =
125/500 = 0.25 Hz. The Fourier transform length used
was thus 1000 rather than a more typical 1024.

The same scheme can correct other isolated line inter-
ferences, which were found to occur in a few of the time
series.

3.5. Unbiasing of partial coherence estimator

The basic raw estimator of the partial coherence follows
from (2) as

γ̂2
jk|(\jk)(f) =

|Ŝjk|(\jk)(f)|2

Ŝjj|(\jk)(f)Ŝkk|(\jk)(f)
, (11)

which corresponds to replacing the spectral components by
their estimators. This quantity can be debiased by using
instead

γ̌2
jk|(\jk)(f) =

γ̂2
jk|(\jk)(f) − 1

n−p+2

1 − 1
n−p+2

, (12)

where n is the number of complex degrees of freedom of
the spectral estimator. For a single individual and epoch
n = K, so that n− p+2 = 12, and the bias correction will
thus be small.

4. Stabilising the spectral matrix inversion

4.1. The problems

It was pointed out that (10) holds for K ≥ p. In fact
if K < p, then Ŝ(f) is always singular. In the discussion
below we assume K ≥ p, i.e., the number of orthonormal
tapers used, (equivalent to the number of complex degrees
of freedom), is at least as large as the number of channels
of data.

The two main issues affecting spectral matrix inversion
are (i) spectral nulls induced by linear correlation, an effect
due to the nature of the data, and (ii) spectral side-lobe
leakage, caused by imperfect spectral estimation.

Consider the case of just three series (p = 3) for illus-
tration. If X1,t and X3,t are perfectly linearly related at
frequency f, then the spectral matrix S(f) will be singu-
lar and S11|3(f) = 0. As this is a denominator term in
γ2
12|3(f) in (2) this will cause serious problems. Such spec-

tral nulls can occur at isolated frequencies, or over fre-
quency bands. When using estimated spectra in practice
the estimated spectral matrix can be rendered less near-
singular by schemes such as matrix diagonal up-weighting
aimed at increasing the values of the smallest eigenvalues
(e.g., Carlson, 1988).

Spurious values can also occur in the estimated spectral
matrix Ŝ(f) due to spectral side-lobe leakage from adja-
cent frequencies. To deal with such problems we consider
the use of diagonal up-weighting. This is also equivalent
to adding white noise to the time series, but is designed
so that the added noise dominates side-lobe leakage, typi-
cally at the cost of some very small reduction in estimated
partial coherencies.

Diagonal up-weighting thus simultaneously addresses
both spectral matrix inversion instability and side-lobe
leakage effects, and is thus more potentially useful than
singular-value decomposition which would only help with
the first problem.

We now discuss diagonal up-weighting in more detail.

4.2. Matrix diagonal up-weighting

The matrix diagonal up-weighting scheme we shall use
consists of the following steps:

• Evaluate the maximum value, over the chosen fre-
quency range, of each diagonal element of Ŝ(f). For
a p × p spectral matrix, compute ai = maxf (Ŝii(f)),
where i = 1, . . . , p and arrange the values ai in a di-
agonal matrix and call it A.

• Multiply by a fixed up-weighting parameter ζ to get
B = ζA.

• Finally, add the matrix B to the original spectral ma-
trix to obtain Ŝ(f) + B, which becomes the new es-
timated spectral matrix Ŝ(f).
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Figure 4: Plots comparing the median condition number over the
controls as a function of frequency for values of ζ of : (a) 0, (b)
10−6, (c) 10−5, (d) 10−4, (e) 10−3, and (f) 10−2. Here K = 20 and
epoch b = 1.

The up-weighting of the diagonal elements is non-
uniform, and in this sense has elements in common with
generalised ridge regression (de Boer, 2005).

The first important practical issue is to appreciate the
effect on estimated partial coherence of changing the pa-
rameter ζ. Results in sections 4.3 and 4.4 are for the rep-
resentative first epoch.

4.3. The up-weighting parameter ζ

We illustrate the effect of ζ in Fig. 4 which shows the
median (estimated) condition number κ̂(f) over controls
as a function of frequency using the diagonal up-weighting
scheme, for ζ varying between 0 and 0.01. As expected,
the condition number falls from very large values to mod-
erate values as ζ increases, indicating increasingly stable
invertibility of the estimated spectral matrix with increas-
ing ζ. A similar dramatic effect is also seen for patients.
It is important to appreciate that the ill-conditioning for
ζ = 0, the basic estimated spectral matrix, is present for
frequencies within bands with strong signal (e.g., alpha,
beta) — it does not just occur where signal is weak — and
is hence a fundamental problem which must be addressed.

To demonstrate the effect on spectral leakage of the up-
weighting, we band-pass filtered the recorded series to the
beta frequency range of [12, 30] Hz using a Butterworth fil-
ter of length 125 and order 5. Fig. 5 shows the debiased
estimated partial coherences γ̌2

35|(\35)(f) for control 1 for
a range of ζ values. We see that without up-weighting,
(ζ = 0), the partial coherence is large for frequencies from
zero to Nyquist, even though the time series were band-
pass filtered to the beta range. This is caused by small
amounts of power leaking from high power to low power
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Figure 5: Debiased estimated partial coherences for control 1 and
electrodes C3 and P3 for ζ values of (a) 0, (b)10−6, (c) 5 · 10−5, (d)
10−4, (e) 10−3 and (f) 10−2. The vertical dotted lines delineate the
beta pass-band. Here K = 20 and epoch b = 1.

regions of the spectra, an inevitable part of spectral esti-
mation (e.g., Percival & Walden, 1993), for example giv-
ing rise to small non-zero denominator terms in (2), which
then inflate the small numerator. Contrariwise, we see
that when ζ = 5 · 10−5 or 10−4, the partial coherence is
confined to a band of frequencies much closer to the nom-
inal pass-band, and the partial coherence values within
the pass-band are virtually unchanged. For ζ = 10−3, the
partial coherence is confined even more closely to a band
of frequencies approximating the nominal pass-band, but
the partial coherence values within the pass-band are more
noticeably modified compared to when ζ = 0. This mod-
ification is even more noticeable when ζ = 10−2 — any
useful information in the pass-band has been destroyed.

The reported behaviour is typical of what we encoun-
tered — increasing ζ increases the stability of matrix in-
version but after a certain point useful information is de-
stroyed via a serious deformation of the partial coherence.
The next step is to determine how to choose an ‘optimum’
value for ζ by a trade-off of these two effects.
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4.4. Choosing ζ

To choose a suitable value for ζ we propose a graphical
approach based on the measure defined as

ϕjk = − 1
2fN

∫ fN

−fN

log[1 − γ2
jk|(\jk)(f)]df. (13)

If γ2
jk|(\jk)(f) = 0 everywhere, then ϕjk = 0 and if

γ2
jk|(\jk)(f) = 1 everywhere, then ϕjk = ∞. If the time

series are Gaussian then this corresponds to the par-
tial mutual information (PMI) (Granger and Hatanaka,
1964). We make use of this measure as an objective func-
tion without claiming Gaussianity — in the same way
Brillinger (1992) did when using mutual information —
but for convenience of nomenclature we shall still call it
the PMI.

Consider again band-pass filtering the recorded series
to the beta frequency range of [12, 30] Hz. Then we es-
timate the contribution to the PMI (by numerical inte-
gration of the partial coherence) within and outside the
pass-band, replacing the true unknown partial coherence
in (13) by the debiased estimated coherence (dependent
on ζ); we call these two quantities the in-band PMI,
ϕ

(I)
jk (ζ) and the out-of-band PMI, ϕ

(O)
jk (ζ). This was

done for a range of ζ values, and finally the two PMIs
were standardized by dividing by their respective maxi-
mum values over ζ to give the in-band standardized PMI,
ϕ

(I)
jk (ζ)/ maxζ{ϕ(I)

jk (ζ)} and the out-of-band standardized

PMI, ϕ
(O)
jk (ζ)/ maxζ{ϕ(O)

jk (ζ)}. These two quantities are
calculated for all possible interactions j, k or edges j ∼ k,
and the medians found, and these are then averaged over
individuals to give the plots in Fig. 6 for patients and con-
trols. Thinking in terms of Fig. 5, we want to keep the
in-band standardized PMI close to 1, (i.e., close to the
value for ζ = 0,) while making the out-of-band standard-
ized PMI as small as possible. We can see from Fig. 6 that,
for both patients and controls, this can be best achieved
as the plot curve starts to bend away from horizontal to-
wards vertical, the ‘knee’ point, corresponding to a ζ value
of 5 · 10−5 or 10−4, (the 5th and 6th points starting from
the top right corner, marked by a ‘+’ and ‘∗’ respectively).
Other frequency bands including [4,8], [8,12], [4,30], [0,60],
[12,60] and [30, 60]Hz all resulted in the choice of a ζ value
between 10−5 and 10−4, and the latter was chosen for all
subsequent analysis.

4.5. Partial coherencies
Using the values of the analysis parameters above,

namely K = 20, ζ = 10−4, partial coherencies were esti-
mated for patients and controls. An example set are shown
in Fig. 7. These have been debiased according to (12).
As expected, partial coherencies are generally higher at
lower frequencies, but interestingly the F3-F4 connection
gives rise to a large partial coherence across the full fre-
quency range, a persistent effect across controls, patients
and epochs.
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Figure 6: In-band standardized PMI versus out-of-band standardized
PMI for (a) patients, and (b) controls. Starting in the top-right
corner of each plot, the circles are for ζ = 0, 10−7, 10−6, 10−5, 5 ·
10−5, 10−4, 5·10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1. Here K = 20 and epoch b = 1.

5. Hypothesis testing

5.1. The problem

To determine the absence of edges in our graphical
model we need, from (9), to test for the condition

γ2
jk|(\jk)(f) = 0, |f | ≤ fN .

As pointed out in Dahlhaus et al. (1997, p. 101) it is
impractical to try to conduct this test at all frequencies
|f | ≤ fN . We therefore consider testing the hypotheses

Hl : rjk(fl) = 0, for all l = 1, . . . , L, (14)

where for notational simplicity we have set rjk(f) ≡
γ2

jk|(\jk)(f), and f1, . . . , fL are a set of frequencies in the
range [0, fN ], to be defined later. (By symmetry we need
only consider positive frequencies.) This is a multiple hy-
pothesis testing problem.

5.2. Multiple hypothesis testing

If each hypothesis is separately tested at a level α then
the probability of one or more false rejections rapidly in-
creases with L. For independent test statistics and α =
0.05, Lehmann & Romano (2005, p. 349) show that the
probability of at least one false rejection rises from 0.05
for L = 1 to 0.4 for L = 10. A suitable approach is instead
to require that the probability of one or more false rejec-
tions should not exceed a certain level. This probability
is known as the family-wise error rate (FWER). In this
paper we consider multiple testing procedures for which
FWER ≤ α.

Lehmann & Romano (2005, p. 350) point out that the
well-known Bonferroni method satisfies this requirement,
but the ability to detect cases in which the hypothesis is
false will typically be very low since all hypotheses are
tested at the same α/L level. It is desirable to increase
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Figure 7: Debiased partial coherencies for a patient, epoch 1. Inter-
actions are (a) F3-F4, (b) F4-C3, (c) C3-C4, (d) C4-T4, (e) P3-P4,
and (f) P3-O2.

the levels of the tests over α/L without an increase in the
FWER. We thus concentrate our attention on stepdown
procedures.

5.3. The maximin stepdown procedure
Multiple hypothesis testing may be addressed via the

maximin stepdown procedure (Lehmann & Romano, 2005,
section 9.2). For notational simplicity set Rjk(f) ≡
γ̂2

jk|(\jk)(f). We wish to test the hypotheses (14) against
general alternatives. For a given (j, k) define Rl ≡
R̂jk(fl), l = 1, . . . , L. We use the partial coherence esti-
mators R1, . . . , RL as our test statistics for the procedure.
Denote the ordered R-values by R(1) ≤ R(2) ≤ . . . ≤ R(L)

and the corresponding hypotheses by H(1), . . . , H(L).

• Step 1: if R(L) < C1, accept H1, . . . , HL.

• Step 2: if R(L) ≥ C1 but R(L−1) < C2, reject H(L)

and accept H(1), . . . , H(L−1).

...

• Step l: if R(L) ≥ C1, . . . , R(L−l+2) ≥ Cl−1, but
R(L−l+1) < Cl reject H(L), . . . , H(L−l+2) and accept
H(1), . . . , H(L−l+1).

...

• Step L+1: if R(L) ≥ C1, . . . , R(1) ≥ CL, reject the
hypotheses H(1), . . . , H(L).

The critical values Cl are determined by

GL−l+1(Cl) = 1 − α, (15)

where

Gj(c) = P (max(R1, . . . , Rj) < c |H1, . . . , Hj), (16)

is the distribution function of the largest of R1, . . . , Rj

given that H1, . . . , Hj are true.
The maximin procedure can be expressed in an alterna-

tive way. Denote the p-value of the statistic Rl by Pl, and
denote the ordered p-values by P(1) ≤ P(2) ≤ . . . ≤ P(L).
If FR(·) denotes the common (marginal) distribution of Rl

under the null hypothesis, i.e., Pl = 1 − FR(Rl), then

P(l) = 1 − FR(R(L−l+1)) for l = 1, . . . , L.

The rejection criteria R(L) ≥ C1, R(L−1) ≥ C2, . . . of the
maximin procedure become

P(1) ≤ α1, P(2) ≤ α2, . . .

Lehmann & Romano (2005, Theorem 9.2.4) prove that

1 − αl = FR(G−1
L−l+1(1 − α)) (17)

α

L − l + 1
≤ αl ≤ α. (18)

Our outstanding problem at this point is the determi-
nation of the critical values {Cl} defined by (15).

5.4. Independent partial coherencies
Here we consider the case when the partial coherence

estimators at frequencies {fl} are independent.
Under the assumption of independence of R1, . . . , RL

we have that

GL−l+1(Cl) = FL−l+1
R (Cl)

where FR(·) is the common distribution function of each
Rl. Thus,

Cl = F−1
R ((1 − α)

1
L−l+1 ).

Under (10) and the null hypothesis of zero partial coher-
ence, the partial coherence estimator, Rl, estimated with
n complex degrees of freedom, has a beta distribution with
parameters 1 and n − p + 1 with distribution function

FR(c) = 1 − (1 − c)n−p+1.

Hence

Cl = 1 − (1 − (1 − α)
1

L−l+1 )
1

n−p+1 . (19)

It is important to realise that the beta distribution result
used here applies to the basic raw estimator of the partial
coherence (11), not that after debiasing, (12).
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5.5. Dependent partial coherencies
To find the distribution function Gj(c) in the case of

correlated partial coherent estimators is possible only via
extensive computations and further approximations and
assumptions. Instead we can adopt the testing approach
due to Holm (1979) which is a special case of the stepdown
procedures. Rather than adjusting the significance levels
at each step as in (17), αl is set to the lower bound of
α/(L − l + 1) in (18). As a result the Holm approach is
more conservative (accepts the null hypothesis more read-
ily) than the maximin procedure.

At each level the critical value can now be evaluated
simply using

Cl = F−1
R (1 − αl) = 1 −

(
α

L − l + 1

)n−p+1

, (20)

so that the Holm method is very practical for the case of
dependent partial coherencies.

For a single individual and epoch, n = K in (19) and
(20).

5.6. Using the stepdown procedure
Consider the stepdown procedure. If R(L) < C1, we ac-

cept H1, . . . , HL, in which case we would conclude (j, k) �∈
E, i.e., there is no edge in our graphical model between se-
ries j and k. If R(L) ≥ C1 we reject H(L), and so our test
would say to put an edge in the graphical model since there
is an interaction between series j and k.

However, by choosing to continue with the algorithm
we can investigate the strength of the interaction. If the
procedure stops at the (l +1)th step then l hypotheses for
zero partial coherence are rejected. We could then consider
the ratio of the number of rejected hypothesis to the total
number of hypothesis investigated, namely,

RRH = l/L, (21)

(where RRH stands for the ratio of rejected hypotheses),
as a measure of the strength of the interaction between
series j and k.

5.7. Choice of testing frequencies
The frequency grid used in our computations was dis-

cussed in section 3.4. The increment was ∆f = fl+1−fl =
0.25 Hz.

In section 3.3 the effective bandwidth when using K sine
tapers was defined and denoted by B. Thus if |fl−fm| > B,
we can consider Rjk(fl) and Rjk(fm) to be independent
for any fl, fm ∈ [0, fN ]. Hence by using frequencies in the
range 0 to fN spaced apart by at least B we can conduct
hypothesis testing under the assumption of independent
partial coherencies. For the full frequency range [0, 125] Hz
and B = 10.3 Hz as in section 3.3 we would thus have
L = 13 frequencies at which to define the hypothesis tests.
However if we restrict our frequency range to the beta
band we would have L = 2 while L would be unity for the
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Figure 8: The median over individuals followed by the median over
epochs of the RRH, by interaction index, for (a) patients and Holm
scheme, (b) patients and independent scheme, (c) controls and Holm
scheme, and (d) controls and independent scheme. Here K = 20,
and α = 0.05.

delta, theta and alpha bands. In these cases the critical
values for the stepdown procedure are specified by (19).

If we use all the frequencies fl between zero and fN , (or
within any specified band, alpha, beta etc), then our hy-
pothesis testing makes use of dependent partial coheren-
cies. The critical values for the stepdown procedure are
then specified by (20).

5.8. Comparison of independent and dependent schemes

As has been explained, the independent testing method
is hampered by the fact that the number of tests which
can be performed can become extremely limited for nar-
row ranges of frequencies. On the other hand, the Holm
procedure, while allowing testing at all frequencies, is more
conservative. Let us compare the two approaches for the
full-band case f ∈ [0, fN ].

Fig. 8 plots the ‘averaged’ RRH, (over individuals and
epochs) for patients and controls. We denote this quan-
tity by RRH. The interaction indices are as in Table 2.
The Holm procedure produces ‘weaker’ interactions, mea-
sured by the averaged RRH, compared to the indepen-
dent alternative, but it also disqualifies some interactions
completely, thus acting as a form of ‘filter’ which will pro-
duce ‘cleaner’ results; we thus henceforth adopt the Holm
scheme.
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Figure 9: A comparison of interaction results for multiple epochs
with the result of averaging spectral matrices over epochs. (a) pa-
tients, and (b) controls. The Holm procedure was used in hypothesis
testing. See text for details.

6. The question of averaging

Since we have multiple patients and controls, and multi-
ple epochs for each, should we first create average spectral
matrices by averaging matrices over individuals and/or
epochs, and then carry out hypothesis testing? This could
be justified if we could make the assumption that the ma-
trices were independent and identically distributed so that
the overall average was an estimate of a well-defined quan-
tity. Also the number of degrees of freedom for the tests,
n, would simply be K multiplied by the number of indi-
viduals and/or epochs.

Consider averaging over epochs. While the relatively
short epochs can individually be treated as stationary
segments, the long unsegmented series is not stationary,
so that the stationary segments are not samples from
the same stationary process and therefore should not be
treated as such. Even if they were treated as such, there
is still a problem. Some epochs are contiguous, and some
are not since an epoch (across all 10 channels) is removed
if there is a departure in excess of ±100µV in one of the
channels, (see Section 3.2). Hence the level of correlation
between epochs for an individual, albeit likely to be quite
small, is variable and unquantifiable and the resulting de-
grees of freedom are indeterminate. In Fig. 9 the ensemble
of thin lines show the number of accepted interactions for
the different epochs for (a) patients and (b) controls, and
the thick line amongst them is the average of the ensem-
ble. We see that the number of interactions seems less
variable with individual controls than it does for individ-
ual patients. The thick line at the top of each plot is the
result obtained if spectral averaging is first carried out over
the epochs, with the number of degrees of freedom taken
to be 30K, the product of the number of epochs and the
number of tapers, i.e., independence of epochs is assumed.
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Figure 10: A comparison of interaction results for multiple individ-
uals with the result of averaging spectral matrices over individuals.
(a) patients, and (b) controls. The Holm procedure was used in
hypothesis testing. See text for details.

The results with and without averaging are clearly incon-
sistent.

Averaging over individuals for the same epoch should
not be affected by lack of independence, but there is no a
priori reason to expect that interaction effects should man-
ifest themselves in terms of identically-distributed spectral
matrices at any frequency f. For example the largest par-
tial coherence — possibly leading to rejection of the null
hypothesis — could occur at nearby but different frequen-
cies for two individuals. Averaging the spectral matrices
will mix-up these effects. Also, the phases on the signals
recorded for different individuals will differ, so that aver-
aging will mix up these effects too. In Fig. 10 the ensemble
of thin lines show the number of accepted interactions for
the individuals for (a) patients and (b) controls, and the
thick line amongst them is again the average of the en-
semble. The number of interactions seems slightly more
variable with controls than patients, but the average line
is reasonably constant in both cases. The thick line at the
top of each plot is the result obtained if spectral averaging
is first carried out over the individuals, with the number
of degrees of freedom taken to be the product of the num-
ber of tapers and the number of patients or controls, i.e.,
independence of individuals is assumed. The results with
and without averaging are again inconsistent, but slightly
less so than for averaging over epochs.

We hence chose to keep our interaction analysis results
on a per individual per epoch basis, and consider how these
could be sensibly combined.

7. Determining connectivity

7.1. Basic steps
So far we have decided on the number of tapers to use

(K = 20) via the technique of ‘window closing,’ used spec-
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Figure 11: The median number of individuals over epochs for which
one or more partial coherencies are non-zero, as a function of inter-
action index for (a) patients and (b) controls, both for Holm scheme.

tral line removal and reshaping to negate the ‘power line
pick-up,’ mean-corrected and rescaled the epochs to unity
standard deviation, and considered multiple testing proce-
dures for which FWER ≤ α.

7.2. Relative strength

The theory of time series graphical modelling
(Dahlhaus, 2000) states that an interaction exists if the
partial coherence is non-zero at one or more frequencies.
From a practical perspective we might like to distinguish
between partial coherencies which are non-zero over mul-
tiple frequencies and those which exhibit a spike (perhaps
spurious) at one odd frequency. This is the role of RRH
in (21). We might usefully combine this with the number
of individuals, for patients or controls, exhibiting certain
interactions. Fig. 11 shows the median number of individ-
uals over epochs for which RRH > 0, i.e., one or more
partial coherencies are non-zero. Some interactions are
found to be present in a very large proportion of the in-
dividuals — in several cases all of them — whereas some
interactions have a very low or zero incidence.

We could have the situation that a particular interac-
tion has a large RRH for only a very small proportion of
individuals (low incidence). Vice versa, if an interaction
is present in most patients or controls, but with negligible
strength, one might be suspicious of undetected interfer-
ence at a particular frequency. We could consider both
measures simultaneously via the product

RRH · PI, (22)

where PI denotes the median over epochs of the propor-
tion of individuals (patients or controls) exhibiting the in-
teraction. We call the product (22) the relative strength of
the interaction.

The values of relative strength for the interactions are
given in Table 3, with the upper triangle giving the results
for patients, and the lower triangle those for controls. We
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Figure 12: Graphical display of interactions based on the relative
strengths shown in Table 3. (See the text for display details.) De-
pendent Holm scheme used for hypothesis testing.

notice that the results are for the most part very symmet-
ric in terms of relative strengths for patients and controls
which would seem to reflect on the stability of the method-
ology. The non-zero connections identified in Table 3 are
plotted in Fig. 12 where the dash-dot lines are connec-
tions common to both patients and controls. The solid
line marks the C4-T4 connection found only in patients;
however, from Table 3 we see that its relative strength is
only 0.0002. We also see from Table 3 that the F3-F4
connection is strongest, as would have been expected from
partial coherencies such as in Fig. 7(a) which as we men-
tioned earlier were widely observed. The C3-C4 and P3-P4
connections appear quite weak, and the F3-C3 and F4-C4
connections only a little stronger.

8. Discussion

It has been demonstrated in this paper that the for-
mulation of a graphical brain connectivity model via par-
tial coherence analysis contains several facets that must
be carefully considered and have the potential to consid-
erably influence the outcome. These include the degree of
spectral smoothing, line and interference removal, matrix
inversion stabilization and side-lobe leakage suppression,
the combination of results from different epochs and peo-
ple, and multiple hypothesis testing. We have examined
each of these steps in turn and provided a possible path
which produces relatively ‘clean’ connectivity plots.

Connectivity in medicated schizophrenia patients and
controls appears very similar, based on our EEG data and
the Holm hypothesis testing procedure. In future work we
intend to apply our methodologies to other patient groups,
and to particular frequency bands to gain further insight
on possible differences in connectivity.
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F3 F4 C3 C4 P3 P4 O1 O2 T3 T4
F3 0.40 0.064 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F4 0.34 0 0.020 0 0 0 0 0 0
C3 0.069 0 0.014 0.17 0 0 0 0 0
C4 0 0.023 0.0002 0 0.13 0 0 0 0.0002
P3 0 0 0.17 0 0.0007 0.14 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0.16 0.0015 0 0.11 0 0
O1 0 0 0 0 0.10 0 0.13 0 0
O2 0 0 0 0 0 0.10 0.10 0 0
T3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 3: Relative strengths for the interactions. Results for patients in upper triangle, and for controls in the lower triangle. (Holm hypothesis
testing used.)
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